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Preliminary operations / Student Portal
Access to the student portal from the ERSU
Palermo website www.ersupalermo.gov.it
(register at the first access)

Insert the credentials (username and
password) issued by the university
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PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS | ERSU personal page
Access to the online application for the
compilation of the request scholarship
by clicking on the link in the homepage
of the ERSU personal page of the online
services.
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Welcome page
Carefully read the comprtition of the announcement,
the informative notes, the deadlines and all the
indications contained in the" welcome page".
Careful: the unipa students of the year successive the
first have the possibility to visualize their study plan
(click on Study plan) and verify the cfu needed to
partecipate at the competition announcement
(requisite of credit proportionally calculated on the base
of credits expected for each year) and the number of
praises (see the next page)
Click “procedi” to go on.
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Welcome page
Example of a student's study plan, who registred himself for the
degree course of Medicine and Surgery on a.s. 2012/13
(corresponding at first year outside prescribed time).
The cfu expected from his study plan (sum of the credits from the
1st to the 5th year) are 366.

If they had been 360, standard number estabilished from MIUR (decreto 3 novembre 1999, art 5 co 2), th cfu needed would
have been 300, like it is reported in the table 4 of the competition announcement.
Verified that they are 366, the credit is revalued, proportionally adapted to the cfu expected in the study plan.
You have to apply the proportion: 300:360=366:x... where "x"= the smallest cfu to partecipate in the competition (requisite
of credit)
So 300*366/360=305 cfu.
Careful: it is necessary to recalculate the sum of cfu at the date of 10 August 2018 and also the arithmetic mean, if in the
study plan there are not valid cfu (ex. coming from decayed or renounced carreers, single courses, etc) or if the cfu
obtained before 10 August 2018 have not been registred yet (ex examstaken abroad on a. s. 2017/18).
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Economic-patrmonial requisite

Indicate if you are a foreign citizen and if the family
resides in Italy (earnings produced in Italy, for the
valutation of the economic and patrimonial
condition
Select the specific condition related to the ISEE
attestation
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First case | Foreign or Italian students with a non-resident family in Italy, (earnings produced abroad) in
possession of the equalised ISEU/ISPEU:
1) indicate the tax code of the registrant;
2) read "the important note";
3) remember to attach the calculation of the ISEU/ISPEU parified to the
scholarship request (you contact the caf for the determinations) and the
documentation issued by the authority of the country translated into italian;
4) press "continua" to go on;
5) insert the ISEU/ISPEU values in the following page;
6) press "continue" to go on.
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2th case | Foreign or Italian students with a family unit residing abroad (earnings produced abroad) without
the calculation of the equalised ISEU/ISPEU:
1) indicate the tax code of the registrant;
2) read the "important note";
3) remember to attach to the request for scholarship the documentation issued
by the authority of the country translated into italianand legalized (the
institution will proceed to the calculation of equalised ISEE/ISPEE;
4) press "continua" to go on.
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3th case |ISEE attestation for research doctorate (small family):

1)the online application, connected to the INPS database proposes the latest
complete and attested DSU. To confirm click on "Continua"; to modify and
insert another one, overwrite the precompiled areas of protocol DSU and
the declaring tax code;
2) press "continua" to go on.

NOTICE: the online application, connected to the INPS database, notes the omissions/discrepances in the ISEE. Students who have the ISEE with the
annotation of omissions or discrepances must attach suitable documentation to prove the completeness and veracity of the DSU dates, penalty
exclusion from the competition.The documentation must be requested to the intermediary (bank, poste Italiane ...), who has communicated the
financial reports to the revenue agency.
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4th case | ISEE attestationnon available to research doctorated ("small family"):

1) indicate the sender protocol contained in the caf receipt confirming the
presentation of the DSU and the tax code of the declarant;
2) press "continue" to go on.
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5th case | ISEE attestation for benefits for the right to university study:

1)the online application, connected to the INPS database, proposes the latest
complete and attested DSU.To confirm click on "continue" you modify and
insert another one,overwrite the precompiled aeras of DSU protocol and
declaring tax code;
2) press"continua" to go on.

NOTICE: the online application , connected to the INPS database, notes the omissions/discrepances in the ISEE. Students who have the ISEE with the
annotation of omissions or discrepancies, must attach suitable documentation to prove the completeness and veracity of the DSU dates, penalty exclusion
from the competition.The documentation must be requested to the intermediary (bank, poste italiane), who has comunicated the financial reports to the
revenue agency.
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6th case | ISEE attestation non available for the right university study:

1)indicate the sender protocol containes on the receipt issued by the CAF
confirming the presentation of DSU and the tax code of the declarant;
2) press "continue" to go on.
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Summary

1) read the notes;
2) select the type of family unit;
3) press "continue" to go on.
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1) the application acquires the composition of the family unit from the INPS database;
2) verify the data, press "continua" and go on
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Reserved benefits requisites:

Indicate one of the specific proposals
NOTICE: attach documentation certifying possession of the requisite is necessary except
for resident in the smaller islands (self- certificatio date).
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Online compilation of the request for benefits/ University carreer
1) select the year of course;
2) choose the university institution;
3) press "continue" to go on
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1st case University carrer those who want to sign up for the first year:

1) compile the obligatory fields, choose the items that interest you,
select the corresponding answers ( year of graduation at high
school, diploma grade, type of degree course, course location,
possible surrenders to studies previous registrations,degree already
achieved);
2) press "continue" to go on.
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2th case University carrer for those who want to sign up for the years following the first:

1) compile the obligatory fields and choose the therms that interest you,
select the corresponding answers( declare any degree course passages,
surrenders to studies, previous registrations at another university
institution, university degree already achieved):
2) press "continue" to go on.
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3th case University carrer for those who not want to register because about to graduate:

1) read the "important notes";
2) indicate the presumed degree session and choose the university
institution attended;
3) press"continue" and go on.
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Any special conditions
1) choose one of the proposed conditions;
2) press "continue" to go on..

1) Compile the obligatory fields, choose the items that interest you and select the corresponding answers (declare any degree courses
passages,surrenders to studies,previous registrations at another university institution , university degree already obtained) ;
2) press "continue" to go on.
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Requisite of credit
Only for students of years following the first
Careful: before compiling the obligatory areas....
...Read the guidelines to the correct determination of the credit
published in the competition announcement and reported on
the page...
...Consult the study plan and verify the corrispondence of the
data (only unipa students).

Only for unipa students, on the base of the datas of study
planacqired from ERSU directly from the unipa database, the
smallest cfu to partecipate to the competition announcement
are determined.
Read the note related to the arithmetic mean
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1. Compile the obligatory aresi;
2. Only for unipa students, the page will be partially precompiled;
3. Premere il pulsante “Continua” per andare.

Legend:
a) it's the sum of the sustained and/or validated credits recorded on the study plan at 10 august 2018;
b) it's the sum of the credits sustained in Erasmus or other by 10 august 2018 and not yet register on the study plan. They automatically add up to those
indicated in the field a);
c) it's the sum of validated credits deriving from given up decayed careers and the individual courses invalid for merit valutation - they are automatically
substracted by those indicated in the field a);
d) to use only to achieve the merit required by the announcement (report zero if you have a cfu number equal to higher than the minimum number
expected;
e) it's the total of credits valid for merit purposes.
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Informative note/ for unipa students, if the study plan there are not valid cfu or if the cf obtained before 10th august 2018
are not registred yet, you have to recalculate the arithmetic mean.
The arithmetic mean published unipa portale student could be wrong. Verify before inserting the data.
Requisite of credit for lumsa students: check the table 5bis and the table 5ter in the competion announcement.
Requisite of credit for afam students: check the table 4bis in the competition announcement.
Requisite of credit for unipa students: check the table5 in which there are the formulas to calculate the requisite of credit
determined by ERSU on the base of the cfu expected in the study plan of each student, acquired from the unipa database
directly from ersu.
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Required benefits
1) tick the required benefits and select the bed, indicate the preference of
the residential structure (choose among the proposals);
2) check the request to e included in the ranking of part time
collaborations;
3) press "continue" to go on.
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Terms of payements
1) carefully read the warnings: you must be aware that all the payments will be made
in the payment method you will choose;
2) the online application, connected to ERSU database, proposes the active payment
method: in particular report the iban code if it is deposit on c/c;
3) click on "continue" to confirm; to change, overwrite the "iban code" field or select
the direct payment method.
NOTICE: check the iban code in case of deposit on a current account or prepaid card.
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Other statements
1) declare eventual data/informations not provided in the previous screens;
2) press "continue" to go on.
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Entered data check

Check the entered data:
- click on "data confirmation" to complete the online procedure if the entered data are correct;
- click on "data modification" or on the link corresponding to the page to modify, to correct any incorrect data.
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Online compilation of the request for benefits | Conclusive operations
1) carefully read the warnings and the notes;
2) press the "self -certification view" button to download the
document to be printed and signed;
3) press the continue button to return to the portal homepage.
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Sending the request for benefits online | Preliminary operations

Access to the online application for uploading the
scholarship request by clicking on the icon

Note well: click on
case of errors).

to view the self-certification or on

to cancel the self-certification (operation necessary to recompile the benefit request in
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Sending the request for benefits online | uploading of documents
The signed request of benefits with the copy of the valid identify card and
other documents, must be contained in a single PDF file with a maximum siza
of 2 MB and they must be scanned into a single PDF file with a maximum of 2
MB and uploaded as follows:
1) Click on "browse" and select the PDF file;
2) Report the practice number of the signed self certification;
3) Check the documents entered in the scan;
4) Report the data relating to the scanned identify card;
5) Click on "proceed to upload" to complete the transaction;
6) or click on "upload later" to postpone the transaction;
(CAREFUL: the documents can be uploaded until 13 September 2018 at 2
p.m.)
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Sending online od the request for benefits / Conclusive operations
1) once the procedure is complete, within the next 24 hours,
the system will send a email to the address indicated in the
request for benefits that will certify the registration of the
request;
2) press on the "continue" button to retourn to the student
portal homepage.

It's important:
For clarifications and informations contact the Competitions and Benefits office by clicking the active link and fill out the proposed form;
For technical problems, contact the technical support by clicking on the active link and you fill out the proposed form.
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Sending online of the request for benefits | Conclusive operations

Click on:
to view the unsigned self- certification;

to view the sent contest documents.

Click on:

Self -certification to visualize the not signed self- certification
Uploaded documents to visualize the sent documents
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Practice cancellation

1) click on

the "cancel practice" button;

2) read the warnings,
3) click on the "proceed" button and repeat the entire procedure for
compiling and sending a new request.
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ATTENTION:
For clarifications and informations contact the competitions and benefits
office
If you have technical problems contact the technical assistance
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